
Pinnacle 2541 

Chapter 2541 One Punch Is All It Takes 

Naturally, the one who complained was Levi. 

He looked furious. 

He had completely given up on Karsten after seeing how the latter was. 

Even after everything I’ve done, he is still so freaking weak. Ugh, and he’s moving like a dumb peacock. 

What’s the point of making a scene? He is nothing but a stupid, useless piece of utter trash! 

Levi was so angry that he was really losing it! 

He was excited and had been waiting eagerly. 
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It was bad enough that he was disappointed once, but Levi had given Karsten so much help after that. 

The former even waited for three whole days. 

And this is all I get for my patience? 

How could Levi not be disappointed? 

That Karsten only managed to absorb a quarter of that crystal’s energy and barely merged with it! 

Karsten might have reached the highest level of the Divine Extraction Technique, but there were a lot of 

subcategories in Level Nine! 

Nine of the Divine Extraction 

weakest point of the level, 

Extraction Technique was only equivalent to the first silhouette of Level Nine of the 

supposed to 

the point of fighting him now? The old wives’ tale is true. The more a person anticipates, 

and he was utterly numb at 

as the seventh or eighth silhouette of 

silhouette of Iron Golem Technique’s Level Nine… Gah, he is so useless. It’s such a waste to give him the 

crystal. He’ll probably need three months to finish absorbing the energy inside. 

staring strangely 

understand why he was so angry and 

complaining about how weak Karsten is? How is that possible? Karsten is already 

stared curiously 



show hasn’t even begun yet, and 

made his way to the 

and 

had already turned into an entirely different person in 

powerful person on Earth. No 

wait for a few decades until Edmund reached the top 

then, no one else would be able to fight Karsten. He would truly be 

to the stone plaque listing the Divine Leaderboard and 

didn’t care about the names 

strongest regardless of what 

thought that I was too weak and asked me to power up, so I did 

assume that I will show you any mercy just because you gave me the crystal and opened the doors to 

Chapter 2542 Lab Of Gods Is Scared 

Everyone was stunned. 

They stared at Levi in disbelief. 

What is he doing? Karsten has been taunting, but shouldn’t Dark Emperor and his friends be the ones 

who are angry? What does Levi Garrison have to do with anything? Why did he run over? 

They were dumbstruck! 

Zoey and the others, who had been waiting at the side, were all dumbfounded. 

Their minds were blank. 
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If they could think, they would most certainly have gone out to stop Levi. 

It’s fine if you go after others, but you are going after Karsten! He is the man who has mastered Level 

Nine of the Divine Extraction Technique. He is undefeatable. Are you insane? Why did you go after him? 

When Levi ran over, he triggered a chain reaction. 

The crowd gasped. 

like that, and 

the virtually undefeatable Karsten? 

see Levi 



However, some were delighted. 

and the others were great 

had been waiting for so long, and 

beat 

of Karsten’s arrogant words and annoying 

did he run over like that? Is he mentally retarded? 

knew Levi well were 

Garrison, are you dumb? Our master doesn’t need you to 

wants. I bet our master probably thinks that Karsten is too weak. That is why he doesn’t bother showing 

all witnessed how 

were boasting 

the guy was incredible and simply the 

allowed to disrespect 

when they saw Levi running over like that. It was as if 

thought that Levi was 

that Levi was the very master they were 

had been monitoring everything from behind the scenes. Even 

thought that came to their 

if Levi was 

understandable. They had been working diligently, but they had always instinctively had their guards up 

when they saw Levi. Some 

their minds was that Levi might be Dark Emperor. Or perhaps he is one of the 

Garrison clan since he is also a member 

a moment there, everyone went 

They were too scared. 

as they had imagined, then they were 

three fighters on the Divine Leaderboard live, but they would never allow Levi to become 

Chapter 2543 Something Is Not Right 

That punch was ridiculous. 



To Karsten, it was so incredibly weak, and every spectator saw that it carried no weight whatsoever. 

Everyone could tell that Levi had put everything he had into that punch. 

It seemed that he had been preparing to throw that punch. 

At first, he was over ten thousand meters away from Karsten. 

It looked like Levi had been preparing the punch as he ran that distance. 
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After all that preparation, he finally threw the punch. 

Unfortunately, everyone saw that punch as being utterly weak. 

It looked terrible. The power was average, and the speed was only slightly above average. 

It definitely couldn’t bring about an incredible change or anything. 

At most, that would get the fighters on the Provisional Leaderboard to back away a little. 

against the almighty Karsten, 

everyone to laugh 

a puny punch like that 

the others finally cleared their minds, and they 

hurt them, so how 

the others reacted too slowly, and it was 

as the 

easily 

Garrison, right? I’ll remember you as the 

He scoffed. 

ridiculously slow. It was like watching a snail crawling its way over, and it made Karsten see Levi 

Wait a minute… 

power behind this punch… Hmm… Its 

Boom! 

shock could 

so shocked that he 

impossible to know how powerful that punch was 

punch, the former sensed terrifying energy exploding over. That energy 



than the energy inside the crystal… And I am only capable of absorbing a 

terrifying power 

punch is so incredible that it gathers 

a weak aura. He also understood why the punch was only a little faster and couldn’t get 

out, Levi had redirected all the power into a single 

like those were the 

indeed, he could’ve 

between them and prepared to throw out 

he 

worse was that Karsten was using his technique and was absorbing energy at 

made it impossible for him to back away 

irises constricted, but his eyes bulged. Disbelief was written all over his 

Boom! 

Chapter 2544 Levi Killed Karsten 

At his final moments, Karsten recalled a name he had long forgotten. 

The name on the stone plaque was Garrison, L… 

That day, Death Fiend got Karsten to move away before he could finish reading those words. 

At that moment, Karsten realized that the second word was Levi! 

It’s Levi Garisson! 

He instantly understood what it meant to have one’s name carved on the back of the stone plaque. It 

was to honor a fighter so powerful that he or she was regarded to be above the Divine Leaderboard. 
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“That’s me. Why are you calling out to me?” 

Levi frowned and was a little confused. 

He figured it out soon after, though. 

Ah, Karsten must’ve seen my name carved on the back of the stone plaque. Something still feels off, 

though. 

“Hahaha…” 

Karsten suddenly laughed aloud. 



someone 

he needed to be wary of. Karsten thought he could rule the world so long as 

things would 

about how Levi used to be 

had turned into a nobody after the 

of Gods wasn’t 

thought he was 

bet you guys never dreamed of this, huh? After all this 

“Levi Garrison!” 

“Levi Garrison!” 

Boom! 

Boom! 

“Ah!” 

his mind repeatedly 

he became a gooey mess 

He no longer existed… 

was left was the crystal, which had landed 

was simply too 

how Levi’s punch 

filled the entire 

were the soft whistles of the wind as it blew 

to have paused 

They were too surprised. 

the moment when everyone was 

just witnessed 

killed Karsten with one 

Gabriel had expected 

strong Karsten was because there was no way 

else wasn’t privy to 



Tyrone 

Zoey, Kirin, Floyd, and 

place was stunned in 

there and never moved a muscle. It was 

simply too 

they saw earlier and couldn’t come back 

Chapter 2545 Exposed 

That was a question and the truth. 

Still, there were over a hundred thousand witnesses there, so they couldn’t all have made a mistake. 

How did a seemingly weak punch from Levi kill Karsten? 

There was only one possibility—the strength was well hidden. 

The stronger the punch, the weaker it seemed. 

The strength of that punch must be beyond everyone’s imagination. 

The truth was Levi had defeated Karsten. 

Rumors could be faked, but not when something was presented before their eyes. 

Everyone saw it, and that had to be the truth. 

Even if someone wanted to deny it, he or she would not be able to do so. 

friends and disciples were staring at him in astonishment. 

the Levi they admired had never 

was still the strongest man they had 

one knew why, but they were 

in particular, saw 

she did 

defeat 

“Yes, he did!” 

defeated Karsten with 

is the best! 

Kirin, and 

master is incredible. He is still the best fighter in the 



including Floyd and 

“Levi! Levi! Levi…” 

and the others started chanting, too. They kept their voices 

and everyone 

He had defeated Karsten. 

that Levi should definitely be deemed 

Dark Emperor and the others so much that they didn’t dare to show up. Yet, Levi had crushed 

thought that Levi should be 

name to be 

and the others shouted aloud 

can’t hide his strength anymore after 

people at Lab of Gods 

three threats they set out to destroy. 

with the other three, 

Crown King of Erudia for reaching the top of the Divine 

“Congratulations…” 

Everyone congratulated Levi. 

Tyrone, 

emotional hit that 

feet but he also humiliated their master, Dark Emperor, and that 

Everyone started congratulating Levi. 

Chapter 2546 Levi Is The Top Fighter On The Divine Leaderboard 

It didn’t take long before the news of how Levi had defeated Karsten was shared worldwide. 

The forgotten hero rose to be the everyone admired once more. 

Levi was a hot topic at the time because no one thought that he’d rise to the top of the Divine 

Leaderboard. 

Isn’t he ridiculously weak? I thought he can’t even make it to the Provisional Leaderboard. When did he 

suddenly become so strong? Did Dark Web make a mistake? Is this new list legit? 

That was what the public thought since they didn’t know that name had long been carved onto the list. 



Dark Web would never make any mistake, and it definitely wouldn’t share fake news. 
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When Levi walked over, he saw that Zoey had a complex expression on her face. She asked, “So you 

have been that strong the entire time? Why didn’t you tell us?” 

Levi smiled and replied, “I told everyone, but no one believed me.” 

strong? What technique did you learn to become so powerful?” asked Floyd, who couldn’t contain 

basic technique. I focused on training the 

“Oh, I see.” 

what 

the reason you asked us to abandon all other techniques and only focus 

It’s not like I’d hide it for 

training right 

the point where they forgot the technique’s existence entirely. Now, 

opinion on the technique had completely 

Levi had defeated Karsten, they became eager to train once 

each other and saw shame in each 

result, their faces turned 

enough, so you can’t master it,” said Levi directly to refuse 

the crowd. Under such circumstances, there was no way they’d be able to 

of that, Levi had 

soon be able to choose and 

“Levi is undefeatable!” 

Levi returned to North Hampton 

on 

on the stone plaque will be rearranged. Dark Emperor will become the 

go to the World Summit tomorrow to see them carving your 

go too! Take me 

was excited, and they were all waiting to see 

was not the 



day, many powerful fighters and influential figures from all around 

that the door to the manor at North Hampton had 

seemed there were simply too 

received over ten lorries full of 

Chapter 2547 The Divine Leaderboard Remains Unchanged 

Someone used their power to part the clouds surrounding the stone plaque. 

The stone plaque listing the Divine Leaderboard was presented to the public clearly. 

Everyone inched forward to take a closer look. 

“Huh?” 

The crowd murmured at the very next second. 

Fear and surprise could be seen on all of their faces as they could not believe what they saw. 
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It was as if they had just seen the most shocking scene in their life. 

The Divine Leaderboard hadn’t been changed or updated. 

remained the best fighter on the list, 

the head of the ancient Garrison clan stayed in the second and third 

name was nowhere to 

on? Seriously, what is going 

mind. They were dumbstruck… 

updated and thought that it was impossible that Levi didn’t make it to the 

Could it be… 

were quick to come up 

that despite Karsten’s strength, he is still weaker than Dark Emperor and the others? Is that why Levi 

couldn’t make it to the top three on the Divine Leaderboard even though he had 

strong Karsten was, and he 

for it. Well, if Levi didn’t make it to the top 

one another. It was obvious they shared the same 

continued reading 

sixth… He’s not even the tenth 



They kept reading… 

the hundredth name wasn’t 

of 

defeated someone as strong as Karsten, so he should be on the list, 

reading 

soon reached number 200… 

make sure that they didn’t miss anything. Still, Levi’s name 

top? How is he not in the top one thousand positions on the Divine Leaderboard? Or… is his name 

the steps 

still nowhere to 

That confused everyone. 

the Divine Leaderboard or the 

So where is it? 

Chapter 2548 Under Pressure 

They had the same thought like everyone else because they saw how Levi had killed Karsten with just 

one punch. 

Combat prowess like that was incredible. 

The top three fighters on the Divine Leaderboard were too mysterious, so it was possible that they were 

stronger than Karsten. However, even if they ignore the first three spots on the Divine Leaderboard, Levi 

should still be in fourth place. 

It didn’t matter how weak Karsten looked since he was still stronger than Daxon and Gabriel. 

Yet, name was nowhere to be found. 

“Maybe Dark Web hasn’t had the chance to update the list? Should we wait a little longer?” asked 

Lucifer. 
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Mr. X was smarter. He frowned and said, “I don’t think that is the case. Something is off, but I can’t quite 

pinpoint the issue…” 

“Yeah, something feels weird, but I can’t really tell what it is either,” replied Lucifer. 

nodded in 

contained the energy from Restricted Area 76? Have we learned where it is? Did Karsten 



a bit. It got him to reach the highest level of the Divine Extraction Technique, after all,” 

see if the Divine Leaderboard will be updated. I think we will learn more about everything soon,” said 

Mr. 

our plan 

Levi, after all, and we might have to go all out. That could mean exposing ourselves, so I think it’s best if 

we put a pause to 

wait until the issue with the Divine Leaderboard is 

started wondering why Levi wasn’t on the 

that 

questioning the reliability of the sources provided by Dark Web and the 

that noise, Dark Web never 

Maybe it takes time to update the Divine Leaderboard. 

what 

and stared, wondering if the Divine 

One day later. 

shifted their attention to the Divine Leaderboard once 

“Keep waiting!” 

day passed, but the Divine Leaderboard remained 

but the names on 

had forgotten to update the list, but 

the list in a timely matter. The organization didn’t forget to update the list and wasn’t suffering from 

that shocked the 

why wasn’t name on it? By right, the guy 

Chapter 2549 The Statement By Dark Web 

That statement shook the entire world to its core. 

It said that Dark Web and the other organization would remain fair when listing the Divine and 

Provisional Leaderboard. They claimed that there was no mistake. 

Anyone who had proved themselves would be listed, whereas the weak would remain outside the list. 

The statement also claimed that the Divine Leaderboard and the Provisional Leaderboard were accurate 

as they were. 



Now, the whole world was furious! 

The Dark Web had officially stated that there was nothing wrong with the Divine Leaderboard and that 

Dark Emperor was still the best fighter. 
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Any fighters who have proved themselves will be listed, whereas the weak will remain off the list… what 

is that supposed to mean? Levi is not on the list. Does that mean that he is weak? How is that even 

possible? Everyone saw him killing Karsten with just one punch. How is that weak? A fighter like Levi 

shouldn’t be left out of the list. The Dark Web is basically insulting our intelligence! 

That was what most people thought. 

that only meant one thing—Levi was too weak to be on the Provisional Leaderboard, 

What is going on? 

on, so that 

most definitely defeated Karsten. Yet, Dark Web was saying that Levi 

contradiction, and no one knew what 

stone plaque. It was written right behind 

they had moved his name to the top of the Divine Leaderboard, they would 

truth was that he was the real 

was already at the very top, so there 

Levi as the best of the best on the stone plaque, and 

on the Divine Leaderboard were just 

matter how they saw it, Levi was still the best fighter 

claimed that there 

They were being fair. 

name carved behind the stone plaque, so the public 

likely that only Karsten, who was died, knew what was 

read the statement from Dark 

couldn’t figure out 

impossible to 

punch. Yet, Dark Web was claiming that the weak had no 



meant that Dark Web was contradicting itself, and it was almost impossible to understand what was 

going 

and disciples were confused as 

possible? I feel like Dark Web is deliberately messing with 

itself. Gah, that might as well be a useless list. There’s no point in trying to get on 

Many were angry. 

Chapter 2550 The Truth 

The problem was that the one who killed Karsten might not be Levi. 

Once the issue was voiced out, everyone was struck hard with realization. 

That’s right! 

We’ve all been wondering about Levi killing Karsten with one punch, but there’s a possibility where Levi 

isn’t the one who killed Karsten. 

It has nothing to do with the punch. 

Karsten practices in Divine Extraction Technique, which was a technique with many unstable factors to 

it. 
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the user was unable to absorb too much power. Another example would be that the 

fact, there was a chance that the user might 

the others were no longer 

and energy, and his body could not take it. Thus, 

the scene with 

holes emerging on Karsten’s body 

situation as when someone absorbed too much power 

others were 

Levi had nothing to do with Karsten’s death; punch had 

died because he had absorbed too 

the spark that detonated the bomb—he was the one who made Karsten 

chance of Levi striking at the right time was low, it was 

dark web had said that, it meant that Levi had 

coincidence that he had dealt a blow at Karsten when he absorbed 



in an uproar about 

more they felt it was 

It makes perfect sense! 

Lab of Gods received the 

myself, and I know nothing can possibly happen to 

 


